MSTP Chemistry Tutors

Ahsan Lakhani
Major: General Biology
Hometown: Visalia
Campus/OASIS Involvement: MSTP Tutor

Bulouere Princess Wodu
Major: Biochemistry & Cell Biology
Hometown: Bayelsa State, Nigeria
Campus/OASIS Involvement: MSTP Facilitator

Evelyn Yang
Major: Biochemistry/ Cell Bio
Hometown: East Brunswick, NJ
Campus/OASIS Involvement: Chem 140A Facilitator
Fun Fact: I have a couple of tattoos, big and small

Giahan Ngyuen
Major: Chemical Engineering
Hometown: Anaheim, CA
Campus/OASIS Involvement: MSTP Chem Facilitator
Fun Fact: I love traveling!

Jasmine Ventenilla
Major: Pharmacological Chemistry
Hometown: LA
Campus/OASIS Involvement: KP, MSTP Facilitator
Fun Fact: I like touching earlobes
Julia Andrea Garcia-Medina
Major: Environmental Chemistry
Hometown: La Puente, CA
Campus/OASIS Involvement: MSTP Facilitator, Summer Bridge OLC Mentor
Fun Fact: I have studied abroad and taken education studies course in Quito, Ecuador (Global Seminar)

Mariam Geysimonyan
Major: PharmChem
Hometown: Los Angeles
Campus/OASIS Involvement: Armenian Student, Association President and KKT member
Fun Fact: My yelling voice is my talking voice

Matthew Tan
Major: Physiology and Neuroscience
Hometown: Escondido
Campus/OASIS Involvement: Chem140A Facilitator
Fun Fact: I draw comics in my free time!

Normando Cornejo
Major: Chemical Engineering
Hometown: Los Angeles
Campus/OASIS Involvement: AIChE, Tutor (MSTP)
Fun Fact: I love reading action/fiction novels
Tamara Chan
Major: Physiology and Neuroscience
Hometown: San Francisco
Campus/OASIS Involvement: Organic Chemistry Facilitator
Fun Fact: My spirit animal is a corgi.

Victoria Barce
Major: Biochemistry & Cell Biology
Hometown: Brentwood
Campus/OASIS Involvement: Kaibigang Philipin®, OASIS SB 2014 Alumn, SB 2016-1017 ATC
Fun Fact: I used to only need to wear one contact lens

Yeana Kim
Major: Molecular Biology
Hometown: LA, CA
Campus/OASIS Involvement: MSTP
Fun Fact: My favorite food is sushi